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THE TRUTH IS CREATION UNIVERSE ITSELF 
 
In truth the Universe has no antithesis or thesis. It has only Its Synthesis 

Oneness. No duality. So then why is there the antithesis (capitalism, right wing) and the 
thesis (socialism, left wing) here on this planet? 

I am Michael, channel of the Everlasting Gospel, and Iʼm incarnate from galactic 
worlds as the Comforter, one with the Spirit of Truth, which John 14:26 tells of, with 
Jesus saying that the Father (Creation Universe) will send the Comforter in Jesusʼ 
namesake, and he (that is me, myself and the I Am group of the Galactic Elohim) shall 
teach the people all things. 

You are reading this Everlasting Gospel, which has no thought in it that is of 
antithesis or even a thesis, itʼs all of the Synthesis. 

The whole of normal Universe outside this ruined solar system goes along in 
eternity, without any antithesis thought or thought which is of a thesis. For example, in 
World War ll, between the Axis powers and the Allied powers, the war went on for five 
years, and bombed many many cities of Europe and Japan, and killed over 60 million 
people world wide, and this all happened because the people at large had no Synthesis 
Understanding at all. 

Neither side had any real truth at all and not a smidgeon awareness of Normal 
Universe either. 

The big problems in speaking either antithesis or thesis thought is that everything 
you say and do is recorded for playback in the planetʼs aura in vibrations of sound and 
sight. That is soundless sound and sightless pictures, such as recalling when you were 
10 years old and you knew inside you were an eternal microcosm that had incarnated 
on this planet, and you were of the Galactic Elohim, and incarnated on this planet to 
help the souls here who are bound in satanic power, and they got educated into the 
thoughts which are antithesis or thesis, and these thoughts arenʼt of spiritual Normal 
Universe, they only exist on these Carlanon special healing planets. 

In Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis thought used, there is only the 
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Synthesis. But everyone in Normal Universe, which this earth certainly isnʼt yet part of 
normal Universe, for example would say that a ripe apple on an apple tree ready to pick 
and eat is good food, and its tree has no antithesis or thesis about itself, it stays in the 
synthesis as a tree and produces apples for others to eat. 

Carlanon meaning that souls are being rescued here from the antithesis or thesis 
thoughts which are useless duality, which we can all see in this Iraq war that the Bush 
Administration is fueling the fires of, and Bush was elected because the divided 
Supreme Court managed a five four victory to end the elections in Florida and let the 
electoral college do its thing in giving Bush the State of Florida, which Jeb Bush the 
brother is Governor of, and thus giving him the election and the Presidency, and who 
better at this time to ride the Red Horse of the Apocalypse, taking peace from the whole 
world? 

And then long ago about 1350 BC Moses was having his experience with the 
burning bush on the mountain high up out of sight from the masses down below, and 
Moses came back down having seen God and everyone believing this to be true. Now 
we know that Moses couldnʼt have seen the space ship since no one human could 
handle that and in fact even today with all the technology and science advanced to its 
degree, many people cannot understand that spaceships do not mean Grey Aliens or 
abductions, etc. Grey Aliens are of this world, astral beings in devolved bodies causing 
mischief. 

Galactic space beings are beautiful souls in perfected human-like bodies, citizens 
of the eternal Universe, existing in perfect oneness with God and all Life, traveling in 
mind-over-matter causation spaceships to assist this world. 

So we ask the question that will reveal the truth, about those days of long ago on 
this Carlanon planet when members of Galactic Elohim were assigned to this planet, 
which was the one chosen by Hermes in the Solar System to make a base on the 
outside of it from which to heal these entities who caused their solar system to heat up, 
and burn out, destroying all the life that remained in it. 

Just like at this time the gradual rising temperatures seen in the melting of ice at 
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the poles is a warning that another cataclysm could happen - and make the earth 
unable to support life. It is the use of thesis and antithesis duality consciousness, with 
no unifying synthesis, that is making the planet rapidly uninhabitable. Fortunately, the 
Spirit of the Universe poured out on all flesh brings about a catharsis from the past, and 
a spiritual rebirth of all humanity into Synthesis Awareness. Ending the system of effects 
that is usury capitalism, getting for self, survival of the fittest, clears away the dross in 
the planetʼs aura, bringing it into clairvoyance with the Universal Mind. We enter into the 
new system of freedom, security and abundance for everyone that is purely in the 
synthesis. This begins the healing of all things. 

Most people on the planet are not aware that they are souls in body vehicles, 
who fell from their eternal universe, and they have caused all these problems, of having 
an antithesis or a thesis to life, which are in constant opposition, but they donʼt have the 
Creationʼs Synthesis. 

The Bible prophets of 2500 years ago wrote the messages that came into their 
mind about life here, and how to have normal Life, which is considered to be Utopian 
and Eternal, which means it doesnʼt use the antithesis or thesis that Bush, Cheney, 
Sharon and Arafat and all the others use, using their militaries to fight and kill an enemy, 
which is the worst thing that they could possibly do. 

How come the people didnʼt learn from World War ll, that the war was between 
antithesis and those of the thesis, which is the same as Republicans and Democrats of 
America, and they learned from Philosopher Hegel (of the Galactic Elohim) that the 
antithesis and thesis were no more than duality stories about right and left wing people. 
But no one is supporting the ultimate truths which are of the Synthesis. 

Active volcanos are fed by Satanic energy or anti-matter atoms of consciousness, 
as are wildfires, caused by drought and all the flooding in China right now and problems 
with AIDS, and in Africa problems that are so numerous that there is no space to list 
them all. It is the usury money system that produces the satanic force that would 
consume everyone in the end. EXCEPT, Creation Universe Itself is healing this whole 
situation, and it will not go off the deep end. 
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The people who control and support the American Government in these last days 
of this old world of being outside the Synthesis, are sad actors performing as antithesis 
Capitalism, wanting to keep their wealth and money, but the USURY MONEY which 
they have is being replaced by interest free money.  

When Money is free, the workers of the world no longer have to work in the usury 
money rackets, which according to the United States Constitution is illegal. Now the 
Lucifer Group has usurped the United States, as Michael Moore contested in his book, 
and also Bill Stills in his video about the Money Masters reveal how the Elders of Zion 
got control of the FRS and IMF money of the world, all along believing they are Godʼs 
chosen people to bring in their idea of a totally false New World Order, with themselves 
at the top. But they, like everyone else, live in the illusion of duality and of the good and 
bad guys who are just relative to one another, and both are led by the blind of the 
establishment who only see a house or a tree and their family and barbecue and the 
rest of the Universe or the world be damned?! 

Medical science has had the thesis that there is good and bad bacteria, and they 
make pills and vaccines to counter the bad bacteria and viruses. The pills suppress the 
symptoms, but the disease never heals or is curable in this method. 

Yes, the Creation Spirit is the Universe, and It has it all figured out so all things 
stay in harmony. Unless to make money, some people go and mercilessly exploit the 
planet to develop oil, gas, electricity, and high pressure steam to run lights and tools, of 
which Steven Greer is opening a dialogue about the technology of timeless, weightless 
space travel, technology that is mind over matter. Steven is on assignment here from 
our Space Command, of which there are some two million of us in bodies here. 

We are here to redeem the 8 billion entities that are left here, 7 billion on earth 
and the rest up in the heavenly abode awaiting reincarnation. These souls could all 
have been redeemed long ago during the pyramid temple cities that reigned for 480,000 
years, which they left to go out and try to survive in raw nature. Now earth people are 
under the error of imagining their brain is creating thought and believing that by thinking 
you can become educated and rule over others in business, religion, science, finance, 
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politics, etc.  
Figure things out from your own thoughts, and youʼll see that in this Creation 

Universe, there is no antithesis or thesis, there is only one heart, one mind and one 
soul, one Creation Spirit, which is the Synthesis. 

So what are people supposed to do in the Normal Universe if some one comes 
along who has a new thesis about life in the Universe? 

The only truth there is is in the spoken word that is of the synthesis spirit in all 
space and matter atoms already operating the whole Universe. So then how do these 
souls being processed here come around so they will stop speaking the words of the 
antithesis and thesis who wonʼt do anything unless they get paid for it? Read on, for the 
answers are in this Everlasting Gospel. 

Money atonement was given to get the civilization to move from no cooperation to 
at least cooperating in making money or earning a wage. Now, way down in these times 
of the end of this old world duality, those in the news media in the newspapers, on radio 
and TV, are finally made aware that in Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis 
thought, there is only the Synthesis thought, so then those of the newspapers, radio and 
TV should start speaking the Synthesis only, which is what I am doing. 

But, I am not to, nor are my comrades to judge anyone, and make out that there 
are good people and there are bad people. These two opposites of antithesis and thesis 
are relative to each other, and they keep creating war, or they keep creating terrorism 
with each other. 

Now finally the Comforter Spirit of Truth has come, and he is Allen-Michael and 
he leads the whole world out of the hell of duality that they are in; except for the rich of 
course, who can dine out at the millionaires clubs, and stay at the luxury hotels, and sail 
on the yachts and private jets, etc. But the millionaires are not going to hold back the 
super real New World Order that is engraved on the Masonic Pyramid on the top of a 
pylon that Michael Moore holds, that is on the cover of his book entitled, “Stupid White 
Men.” 

The title “Stupid White Men” exposes the antithesis thinking that those men are 
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into, making believe that Capitalism is something great in America, and they are using 
the American military to keep themselves in power, and they donʼt realize their oil, gas, 
electricity generating systems are all obsolete now, and the new electric Dynadran 
system of utilizing the Creationʼs electricity that is in the planetʼs aura will come forth. 
Many new technological ideas for free power and energy began to be developed twenty 
years ago, and it has been largely suppressed. The same money interests still control 
the world now, and they stop technological progress so their old obsolete systems can 
keep on going. 

The use of force and violence by any super power is only going to begat force 
and violence, for with what force ye meet a thing is it measured back to you again. And 
most noted is that if you live by the sword, you will die by the sword. 

Men canʼt change their stripes, once they have been made into soldiers or police 
and kill people by fighting for an illusion, and they butter it up with all the patriotic 
propaganda, and news media has misinformed the people as to what the war is about, 
and now itʼs a new kind of war, that is called the War on Terror. So the Americans Bush 
and Cheney, who are antithesis entities re-incarnating from the past, still havenʼt 
learned the metaphysical truth that like attracts like, and World War ll, the Korean and 
Vietnam wars happened because the Antithesis stood up against those of a Thesis, but 
now those with the Synthesis will come forth. Everything the spiritual prophets, like the 
Buddha, and like Jesus and others, all they were teaching was close to the real 
Synthesis, but few if any could figure it out, and see the Synthesis is being in First 
Cause. And there is only one First Cause of Love as Service Done, and this is what life 
in Normal Universe is.  

In Normal Universe there is no antithesis or thesis. These developed on earth 
from Usury Money. The people of antithesis who promoted Usury money in 1913 in 
America were successful in bringing it about; that is the privately owned FRS, and IMF, 
etc., would control the money of the world, and force the people of the world to pay large 
interest fees on borrowed money, and pay taxes to have money to pay the interest on 
the national debt, of which the USA pays somewhere in the neighborhood of 650 billion 
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a year in interest payments alone. 
So use your spiritual conscience which is always “ONE” and never is Two, a 

separate thesis or antithesis. People are caused to think about what is right and what is 
wrong. 

This is where religion goes awry, and in the case of Christianity, to make their 
Lord the highest one, they make God into a man-god, and make him Jesusʼ father who 
is up in heaven on a throne and they think you can pray to him, and he will answer your 
prayers. 

This is the nature of a space warp of consciousness. 
Jesus, the Buddha, Krishna, Jehova, etc., all of these are cosmic adepts of the 

Galactic Elohim and one of our first commandments is that we do not recognize just one 
of us as the head man, because it takes a large group of people to carry out the 
purpose of the Universe on a Carlanon planet like this one is, which is set up by 
Galactica for one purpose, and that purpose is to redeem the souls back into Normal 
Universe. 

We of the Galactic Elohim do not judge or punish anyone. Those who punish 
people for what they call crime instead of healing the criminals, are themselves the 
crime. This shows you how near the door is to you that you can open and come into a 
New World of the Synthesis and end this old world, every spike of it. It begins with 
forgiveness. 

This world is transformed through the organized WORLD WIDE WORK 
STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE where the workers to end their slavery stop 
working to maintain the status quo, and start creating a real new world. And to begin 
with we organize a food program to tackle world hunger as the first priority. 

Note: that at the time of the Civil War Abraham Lincoln in his printing of a billion 
dollars in green backs, did it the wrong way, and it backfired and the American 
establishment itself threw the nation into a big civil war where the people took sides unto 
death of one another, which showed the colossal ignorance of the people at that time of 
the 1860s in America, since in a way they were all Americans deeply divided into South, 
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the Confederacy and the North, the Union Army. 
This is another example of this mortal duality in these times of the complete end 

of this old world, the end of money, the end of prisons, the end of courts and the end of 
work, so instead of people working for money they begin to create the things they all 
need for free. 

When we start weeding out the things we donʼt need, then we rid ourselves of the 
whole establishment which isnʼt organized for the benefits of all, but only for the benefits 
of a few. 

Now, the most important rule in the coming WORLD WIDE WORK 
STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE is for us to forgive all those of the past, and in 
no way can the establishment fool us into fighting a violent revolution in which both 
sides kill each other, and they win as they did short term during World War ll. 

Even today most people still are thinking that their recall of what they said and did 
is in their brain, but it isnʼt. It is recorded in the world's territorial auras. 

The reason that the people are still speaking all these languages is because 
those who strayed away from the Pyramid Temple Cities started roaming all over the 
planet, and in the aura where they gathered, the words they heard in their mind, was 
from the vibrations of the territorial aura they were in that were formed by cosmic rays, 
bouncing off of mountains forming a territorial aura. 

This shows us that in space in a planetʼs aura, the words people speak, and the 
way people live is what is recorded in the territory for playback. The Galactic Elohim is 
here to carry out all these different kinds of services, to restore the Utopian Kingdom of 
God, the Creation, which the Bible itself and its followers havenʼt even one telepathic 
movement going that is up front showing the world the Bible prophecies that are true, 
but instead of being up front with what is true, they go off on a binge. Not the Science of 
Mind ministers, but those who unconditionally accept what they read in the Bible of the 
man-God, who supposedly judges all the sinners and sends them to hell and the good 
ones go to heaven and then destroys the planet. 

These are parts of the Bible that are fantasies, that people write to make their 
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Lord the leading Lord. This is the way many people feel who come into Christianity, only 
to discover that it has much truth in it, but also has things that are false. 

Those of us of the Galactic Elohim know the Creation, that it is unconditional love 
- and judges no one, and will redeem all the souls that strayed away from the Pyramid 
Temple Communities long ago, which all of them would have been redeemed along with 
the 16 billion that were redeemed. Except that you all can see, that negated spirits enter 
your mind and cause you to do wrong things. 

No one knows this better than the priests who were tempted into kinky sexual 
experiences with youth, both boys and girls. 

In the Catholic Churches there are nuns and such that could make love with the 
priests, but according to their teaching, they must be celebate. The fact that all churches 
are dependent on capitalism to keep themselves going is a big part of the problem, 
since capitalism is a lower chakra experience and by far the most unspiritual experience 
that Man could devise here on planet Earth.  

Long ago the tantra schools of experience existed in ancient Egypt where youth 
could go and be programmed into the higher art forms of sexual sharing and 
experiencing higher chakras, at the same time. 

With this experience guided by guides who know what they are doing, a whole 
generation would come to be that did not masturbate or have homosexual sex among 
each other. 

Now we the workers of the world are going to run rings around the judges, 
psychiatrists, and preachers who still do the same old things, and do not teach a true 
gospel but one that is out of date. 

John 14:16,17 and 26 tells of the coming of the Comforter Spirit of Truth. How did 
my part get into the Bible? Jesus says in verse 30, “hereafter I will not talk much with 
you, for the Prince of this world cometh. This is myself and the I Am Group and we 
come from the Galactic Elohim, which is the great government of this Galaxy, 
Immaculaceptor, which is all perfect, except for this planetary project and three more 
like it, out of billions of solar systems, which the mistake entities of these solar systems 
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made was to start thinking, operating from a secondary mind energy that is only thesis 
and antithesis. There is no thinking in the Universe, only all-knowing synthesis 
awareness. All thinking comes from the illusion that the body has a brain that can think 
up its own separate thought. 

Now there is stem cell cloning begun on this planet, but they are cloning bodies 
on this end. All earth bodies have taken on negative effects. 

Galactica in starting of this project cloned the bodies that would be used here. We 
clone from the beginning of stem cells and the ova that produces human bodies and for 
this kind of Carlanon planet we have to clone females that can produce bodies that we 
need that can live here in this space time warp. 

Now, getting back to Jesus and what he is saying in John 14:30, that he will not 
talk much with me in the future, this is because everything is going to be cleared out in 
the planetʼs aura that is of the past. This is what the WORLD WIDE WORK 
STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE is bringing about. 

Everything of the past goes and a new world starts all over the world, with the 
new United States leading the way.  

In what Jesus said in John 14:30 he canʼt talk about the past in the future now, 
because everything of the past is taken away. 

 If you were starting a new world that corresponds with the Utopia of the whole 
Universe, wouldnʼt you leave out practically everything of the old antithesis and thesis 
world and just keep what is of the Synthesis? 

The workers of the world run all the trucks, trains, airplanes, ships and delivery 
cars and small trucks - and so these workers surely can do better than to carry on with 
the old money racket, and the false justice system and racket. The idea is to stop using 
money and make all things free to everyone. 

Those people in the national governments are set free too, and they help the 
workers to make all things free. The idea is to bring freedom all over the world, so even 
if Jesus did return, what could he say? He wouldnʼt want to be identified with the past, 
so heʼd say its time to hold all things common and make free distribution according to 
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need. 
The past is incredible. Incredible because now all the past fades away. Creation 

fires all those nuclear weapons out into the astral plane and explodes them in a 
controlled way, and they wipe out of the planetʼs aura, all thought-energy that is of 
antithesis and thesis. This is the casting of Satan into chains. But Satan isnʼt a man, it is 
the adding of negated words and thoughts into the Creation that cause negative effects, 
that causes people infected by it to seek an artificial peace, in which they use weapons, 
and use a judiciary penal system to judge people. 

Also if the workers had to dismantle all the nuclear weapons and take care of the 
active radiation, many would be affected and die. It was wrong to make them in the first 
place.  If the temptation hadnʼt been there to make them then the represenatives of the 
nations after seeing the testing of the first bombs would have taken the advice of those 
men who managed the Manhattan Project, which was to not develop them, because the 
whole world would be contaminated. 

But this Everlasting Gospel tells the true story, and it is that the satanic power 
canʼt be taken out of the earthʼs aura any other way. 

 
People on earth know so little about the Universe they live in and the many many 

galaxies that have zillions of solar systems all combined, of which the smallest of 
fractions of a fraction are in dire straits as this one is. 

The whole world is now facing the big war between the Socialist Thesis and 
Capitalist Antithesis. The King of the South Arab world oppose the King of the North 
which is the Gentile - Zionist combine that runs corporate and banking America for the 
masses of people world wide. 

There canʼt be any real turning back or going forward into a new world until the 
stickey gooey stuff - satanic power - is taken out of the earthʼs aura, and the Creation 
does it with the nuclear weapons exploded in space that doesnʼt destroy anything on the 
planet, it just takes the satanic power that most of the politicians are using, out of the 
earthʼs aura. 
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The Universities of the earth have taught the evolution theory, that the earth 
species of humans are evolving through materialism, and will reach the higher state of 
spirituality, and then there will be peace on the earth. If it werenʼt so tragic this would be 
laughable. In this case, Spirit is coming to you to redeem the planet, in spite of the 
errors that persist here, which if not corrected would lead to the end of all life. 

 
In my art shop I make art pieces, crafted on a band saw out of scraps of wood I 

pick up at construction sites, dumpsters and such, and I use such items as plastics and 
food containers and styrofoam, etc.,  to make into intriguing forms, and then I paint them 
up with bright colors and sprinkle glitter all over them. And come up with amazing art 
pieces which are all for the New World Seminars, that the Creation is leading us of the 
“One World Family Commune” into, and in our Universal Industrial Church we donʼt 
make things and then sell them for a profit, to make lots of money.  

The art pieces are museum pieces that people will like to see and they will donate 
the money for us to get new world seminars underway in every nation that will teach 
people how to bring in the New World by them actually experiencing the things of the 
new world where everything is free and work has ended and all people start creating 
real things that benefit people on a planet in the Creationʼs Universe, and Galactica 
furnishes us with their kind of transportation that is crash proof, and they bring electric 
generators that can orbit over cities and send electricity into all buildings and street 
lights by putting a little transformer in them that receives the electricity, which is trinity 
electricity; whereas the electricity that is used now, the generators they use only gathers 
alpha electricity out of the magnetic field, which will cause heat and set fire, and also 
destroys humans. 

The electricity from the earth kind of generators which are built with spinning 
armatures and brushes rubbing on them that creates sparks that are gathered and sent 
through wires, is the alpha part of the electro magnetic field. 

If Nicola Tesla, a galactic entity like I am, had been helped by the American 
Financial powers instead of hindered, he would have brought to the world trinity 
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electricity, that would have to be free to all people, because of its nature. The money 
people didnʼt want that kind of electricity that would be free. They wanted electricity they 
could sell, and so did Thomas Edison, who fired Tesla after numerous arguments, etc. 

The same with Albert Einstein who immigrated from Germany due to anti 
semitism, and later on Oppenhiemer of America, they were drafted to build a bomb that 
would change the world forever, and today the threat of nuclear war looms over the 
world. 

These conflicts are all yin and yang of the same things, where the two sides are 
relative to one another. The yin and the yang are those who are for Capitalism on one 
side and those for Socialism on the other side. And the Synthesis is what Jesus and 
Buddha and others of the Galactic Elohim expressed as truth. This is the evolving of the 
spiritual way of life in people towards the Synthesis Utopia of Creation. 

The first cosmic awareness that any soul incarnating into a body on this planet 
can have, is about  bringing equality among all people.  

The idea isnʼt to buy and sell things for a secular profit, and make money for 
yourself, but it is to see to it that all people have enough money to live on. 

But now the world wide work stoppage comes and it ends both capitalism and 
socialism, of which neither one of these are returning the people into the Synthesis of 
the Creation Universe. We could say that the new Soviet Union that came in Russia in 
1917 with Premier Lenin had the right intentions, but not the synthesis ways that they 
should have employed to create the Creationʼs kind of Utopian world that doesnʼt use 
money, and is the true Communist way of life which both the Buddha and Jesus taught. 
But the religion that formed around Jesus turned him into the Son of the Man-God, so 
Christianity lost its real power in the Synthesis. 

It turns out that the leaders of the Socialist-Communist nations have a higher 
standard of living for themselves than most of the people they govern, which if they 
were true Socialists or Communists then there would be equality for all their people. 

But the reason that they canʼt be true Socialists-Communists is because the 
Capitalists have a monopoly on the world's money - money that turned into usury. Usury 
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money came into America in modern times in 1913, when the FRS bank was formed. 
One thing that is extremely interesting about this satanic affair is that Ezekiel in Chapter 
17:1-7 tells of the Great Eagle that came into Lebanon (America) and took the highest 
branch in the Cedar Tree. Well, this is exactly what the Learned Elders of Zion did in 
America in 1913 through their manipulation of Congress - they got a green light to set 
up a fractional banking system, which is what the Money Masters video and story is 
telling about.  

(Ed. Note: Fractional banking is where, according to law a bank can lend up to 17 
times the amount of their deposits. Its all done as a line of credit, not direct cash, people 
paying interest on the loans to the bank where the bank makes say 10% from payments 
on outstanding principal. So, for a deposit of $10 million, they lend and collect interest 
on up to $170 million, which is $17 million at 10% per year. Needless to say all of this is 
unconstitutional.)  

This causes the people to stay with their gambling casino way of life, and the 
scandals ripping through Wall Street and filtering out to the rest of the country is a 
serious affair and people are wising up more and more every day now. 

When we know ourselves we know the Creation that created us, and unto our 
true known self we are going to be true, and to the United States or England or any 
nation know the season of world conversion from money and manʼs laws has come, and 
the workers of the world can carry out their revolution non violently and have fun doing 
it. 

And lo and behold, all the people who are opposites to each other such as 
capitalists and communists, there is actually no right or wrong in what they do, as 
shown in the flaming Bush, who has come forth in America. 

Bush was not elected by the majority of people, and is attracting his opposite in 
the terrorists and their cohorts, of which there are more of these people than Americans 
are willing to admit to, thus in denial, they are like an open target. 

The terrorists are those who are so miserable that they want to leave their body 
and go to their version of the heavenly abode, and then come back at a later time when 
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the Creation has been successful with turning humanity, like a pancake cooked on both 
sides, and ready to eat. 

The Creation in Its Utopia is a place where everyone shares and everything is 
free. The Thatons (the thinkers) claimed that the Creation was bringing about ways so 
that people could be famous or reach a status where they gained fame among people. 

This is why in my coming as the Comforter Spirit of Truth, the Creation sent me 
as the “Ornament”, that doesnʼt want any false worshipping, of any of those entities it 
sent from the Galactic Government headquarters, that is in the huge planet that is called 
Altamedia at the Great Central Sun, where the Creation receives volunteers who 
incarnate into bodies on these Carlanon planets where microcosms are being redeemed 
from the cardinal sin they made, by introducing an antithesis or a thesis thought which is 
in duality and not synthesized. 

The truth about all of this is that in Normal Universe the Creation Mind that is in 
all space, talks to all souls in body vehicles, just like everything that I write. What you 
are reading here is what the Creation is saying, and the Creation is love and forgiveness 
and doesnʼt condemn any soul for what they do. 

So then Bush, Cheney, Bin Laden and Abu Zubeydah are going up and down on 
the same teeter totter, but these are not at the World Forum, where all people are free to 
talk, and tell the truth about the merits of peace, including the FBI, and the CIA and the 
homeland security people. 

Except for this one little spot and 3 others like it in Immaculaceptor Galaxy, the 
Creation is of Love, and therefore It doesnʼt judge or condemn anyone. So now Bush, 
Sharon, Arafat, and others should come to the realization of what the Creation wrote 
through Daniel about the end of the old world the way it is now, in Daniel 11:45, where 
the Creation says, that “he shall come to his end, and none shall help him.” 

This is referring to the entity Baal-Lucifer, who was incarnated into the body of 
Solomon and he would become the leader of Israel. David was the head of the Real 
Peopleʼs movement, which Abraham started. None of this has anything to do with 
nationality, such as the word Irish is of a nationality, and has nothing to do with the 
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Creationʼs restoring of its Utopia on this planet. 
What Utopia means, and what the Utopian way of life is, is best illustrated as a 

commercial and money free Disney Land world park, where for 30 days the people 
operate all the facillities of the world park and after 30 days of service switch to enjoy 
the facillities and to be served. And it is fun to serve others and to be served in return. 
The whole of life becomes a joyous experience. 

Work as it has been known has been abolished and Bush, Sharon and Cheney 
and Bin Laden and all those of the FBI and the CIA and all politicians have resigned, 
because when the New Jerusalem galactic mothership comes everything changes. 
Read Rev. 21:1-5 where John says, “And I John saw the holy city New Jerusalem 
coming down from God out of Heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.” 

This was around fifteen hundred years ago, and John of Revelations wrote as 
best he could, what God was saying. And in those days God was a man, that judged 
people for sins in the Garden of Eden, and the stars were just decorations hung out in 
the sky that twinkled for our amusement. 

The prophets surely couldnʼt have known in those times about the mind-over-
matter spaceships of the eternal Galactic Elohim (there was no technology to speak of 
then) all transportation was by donkey or camel, or horse, etc. As well most people 
thought the earth to be not only flat, but all there was of creation. 

Entities in normal Universe cannot create an antithesis or thesis thought. Nothing 
about the Creation can be brought forth in a personality that lives within a new thesis. I 
come to synthesize the Old and New Testament of the King James Bible and other 
bibles, which tell of the restoring of Godʼs Kingdom on the planet. Those of us of the real 
trinity Gospel, have come up out of the man-god and those ideas that are in the Bible 
which are not related to what is actually taking place on the planet, in regards to the 
self-condemned souls here being redeemed. 

There are no souls condemned to everlasting hell. All of them are saved sooner 
or later, that is redeemed, and redeemed they will be. 

From about seven in the morning to around 11 o clock, I am channeling what the 
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Creation wants in Its Everlasting Gospel. The first edition of the New World Bible went 
into circulation in August of 2001, and we are told not to become enslaved in selling 
books, but distributing them on a donation basis, so the Universal Industrial Church of 
the New World Comforter and its people will have the money to continue our First 
Cause mission. 

There is no time kept in normal eternal Universe, nor is there any antithesis or 
thesis thought to deal with; and in the truth that operates bodies that are vehicles for 
souls on the material planet, in Normal Universe no kind of money is used. The Creation 
gives us the words and ideas of love as services done for one another, and giving is 
part of receiving, and receiving gives the person the spiritual power to live in Utopia, that 
doesnʼt even have words that would express war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal 
death, and the words themselves are part of the artificial causation that produces these 
effects. 

So when the Creation sends the nuclear weapons into the astral plane, and adds 
the etherial plasma to them so the explosion takes out of the planetʼs aura all the 
useless, needless thought that only contradicts itself, and all people who feel that some 
should be judged and punished for crime, that kind of thought they must rid themselves 
of, by being active in the WORLD WIDE WORK STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA 
EXCERCISE so that work slavery for money can be brought to its end, and everyone 
starts creating again as it was in Utopia before the solar catastrophe. 

The heads that make up NASA can know this: no earth spacecraft could have 
been made without the guiding telepathic consciousness of Creation Intelligence - such 
as the Voyager, which could take pictures of the ruined planets in this solar system, and 
see in the pictures relayed back to NASA headquarters that the rings around Saturn 
were huge boulders blown out of the crust of the planet, orbiting them, while the whole 
solar system stayed in its orbit and of course, if the huge boulders could crash into each 
other or other solar systems, this could be serious and begin a chain reaction of 
destruction, of which the inner Galactic Council could never let this happen. 

Knowledge like this was received at NASA headquarters in the 60s and the press 
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gave little attention to it, and the point being made here is that such gigantic truth 
obviously doesnʼt soak into ordinary consciousness. This should have been enough to 
alert every scientist and astronomer over the world to see why earth people have such 
problems, that can be measured by the extreme terrorist acts such that of 9-11, that are 
trying to talk to the people in a World Forum. That rose out of necessity of the people 
knowing the truth and acting on the truth but so far this hasnʼt happened. 

As far as national governments are concerned, they are old and obsolete, and 
electing a president is old and obsolete. So is money and ownership of private property. 
All replaced with an autonomous self-governing system of free giving and receiving, 
sharing the wealth of not only this world but the Universe. 

The Everlasting Gospel reshapes the whole world so that there are only common 
wonderful people creating joy and happiness for one another by obeying the natural 
laws of the Creation Universe. 

The natural laws of the Creation Universe, which all members of the Galactic 
Elohim obey, are of unconditional love, and the present Bible has a man-god that judges 
people for what they call sin, and this kind of judgment has gotten into all nations with 
their kind of satanic judiciary-penal system, that judges people and puts them in prisons, 
instead of healing them. 

Today another suicide bomber blew up a bus in Israel loaded with young people 
and killing many and wounding many more, and Israel responded by occupying most of 
the West Bank and the outlying borders of Gaza. 

The nations keep going through the same old things, and its all based on usury 
money, and at this time in the beginning of the third millennium, AD, the Creation 
according to the Bible prophecy of Daniel 12:1-13, the arch Angel Michael comes and 
brings in the kingdom of God. The whole world is in this period that started with this third 
millennium. Dan.12:1-13 tells that in that time Michael stands up - the great prince which 
standeth for the children of thy people, and there shall be a time of trouble such as 
never was since there was a nation, even to that same time, and at that time thy people 
shall be delivered, everyone that shall be found written in the book of life. 
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This Bible prophecy was channeled by Daniel about 2500 years ago, and the 
Creation of the Universe is talking with all souls in bodies, in all spaces of the Universe, 
and the Earth planet is just one little speck among trillions of them, so it would seem like 
the earth would be just like the others are. Except it isnʼt. It's a special healing project in 
a ruined solar system, being redeemed now into the super real Utopia Universe. Are 
you ready? Of course you are. Well you will be when youʼre through this world wide 
karmic cleansing, freed of bondage to this old world. 

Now, Iʼm the one who comes as the Archangel Michael, and Iʼm the channel of 
the New World Bible, called in the Bible in Rev.14:1-6 the Everlasting Gospel, which 
went into circulation in August of 2001 and is spreading all over the world, mostly 
through the internet, and you would believe that by now it would be in the world news 
media, and commentators on talk shows would invite me to come on and channel. 

The best way to talk in the truth about the Everlating Gospel would be to see that 
the Galactic NASA on the New Placentia showed the world in pictures relayed back to 
this planet, by the two unmanned Voyager Space craft, a ruined solar system with no 
apparent human life in it. 

This is where the New World Bible starts, and its all about the Galactic 
Spaceships that many people have seen and photographed, especially Billy Meier, who 
with retired officers form the American military and others in the high sciences, brought 
forth the 12 by 12 inch hard cover book, “UFO---Contact From the Pleiades.” 

You would believe that the whole world by now would have graduated up to the 
high level of cosmic truth. 

The Everlasting Gospel doesnʼt blame anyone for what they do, and it forgives 
everyone their trespasses and encourages them to start talking in a realistic way about 
the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Excercise to get the Creationʼs 30/30 Plan 
under way. 

People donʼt realize it, but when they talk about things, using antithesis and 
thesis thought, they are creating those same things, when all nations should speak in 
the synthesis of things - and not use force and violence, Re: WAR, as a way of 
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balancing things out. 
A lot of satanic energies unknowingly comes from the Bible. By worshipping a 

man-god and making Jesus his only son, they invented a myth that prevents them from 
knowing real God, and the Creation Universe as we know it, which is what all religions 
should be addressing, and we even have a pamphlet called Spirit God and Its Seven 
Churches. 

Now all the different Avatars, as it turns out were all from the Galactic Elohim, 
who are the caretakers of these Carlanon planets where souls are being restored to 
normal Universe. 

Now using Bush and Cheney and Sharon as examples, and to remember that 
these elected officials were elected by just half of the population that voted, and what 
they do extends suffering of more people, and the foolish problem of terrorists who 
become suicide bombers, and many people can see that the only way to end this 
terrible struggle which is actually the rich trying to keep their property and money, and 
the workers most of them struggling to keep their payments up, and all of this struggling 
of all people can be ended by the super collosal WORLD WIDE WORK 
STOPPAGE/KARMA YOGA EXCERCISE that the Arch Angel Michael brings, who is a 
Galactic Space cadet, and was introduced by Nostramdamus as the ornament and he 
said that the people were mighty happy with him. 

Why do I choose to be just an Ornament? The praising and worshipping of an 
entity is worthless. Love as services done for all people is what Jesus and the other 
Avatars taught, so in the evolving of the Bible script, how did it get turned into a religion 
that brought forth a man God? Millions of people who venture into Christianity the way it 
is in the Bible, soon realize that the teachings are confusing, and donʼt match up with 
their own consciousness. 

The spirit of Truth in this Everlasting Gospel clears up all confusion, bringing all 
things to your remembrance. It fulfills and completes all religions, because the souls are 
awakened directly in Godʼs spirit to simply serve together in the Kingdom, with Joy and 
Love that is Everlasting. 
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Amen. And women, of course! 


